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We study the tensor form factors for P→P and P→V transitions in the light-front quark model with P and
V being the pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively. We explore the behaviors of these form factors in the
entire physical range of 0<p2<(M i2M f)2. At the maximum recoil of p250, we compare our results of the
form factors in B→p ,K ,r ,K* with various other calculations in the literature.
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The studies of the heavy-to-light exclusive decays in the
standard model are very interesting topics since these decays
provide a unique opportunity for the determination of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! @1# quark mixing ma-
trix elements. However, the calculations of these decay
widths in a model-independent way are difficult tasks due to
nonperturbative QCD effects. These effects correspond to the
binding of quarks in hadrons and appear in matrix elements
of the weak Hamiltonian operators between initial and final
hadronic states. They can be described by form factors from
the parametrization of those hadronic matrix elements in a
Lorentz invariant way. These form factors have been evalu-
ated in many different approaches, such as lattice QCD, the
QCD sum rule, the nonrelativistic quark model, and the
light-front quark model ~LFQM!.
It is well known that when the momentum of the final-
state meson increases (.1 GeV), we have to consider the
relativistic effect seriously, especially at the maximum recoil
of p250, where the final meson can be highly relativistic,
and there is no reason to expect that the nonrelativistic quark
model is still applicable. While the lattice QCD is still not
practically useful for a calculation in hadron physics, the
LFQM @2–4# is the only relativistic quark model in which
quark spins and the center-of-mass motion can be carried out
in a consistent and fully relativistic treatment. The light-front
wave function is manifestly boost invariant as it is expressed
in terms of the longitudinal momentum fraction and relative
transverse momentum variables. The parameter in the had-
ronic wave function is determined from other information
and the meson state of the definite spins can be constructed
by the Melosh transformation @5#.
The LFQM has been widely applied to study the form
factors of weak decays @6–12#. In most previous works with
the LFQM @7,12#, the P→P and P→V (P denotes pseudo-
scalar meson, V denotes vector meson! tensor form factors
were calculated only for p2<0. However, physical decays
occur in the timelike region 0<p2<(M i2M f)2 with M i , j
being the initial and final meson masses, respectively. Hence,
to extrapolate the form factors to cover the entire range of
the momentum transfer, some assumptions are needed. For
example, in Ref. @13#, a light-front ansatz for the p2 depen-
dence was made to extrapolate the form factors in the space-
like to the timelike regions, and in Ref. @14#, based on the0556-2821/2001/64~11!/114024~10!/$20.00 64 1140dispersion formulation, form factors at p2.0 were obtained
by performing an analytic continuation from the spacelike p2
region. In Refs. @8,15,16#, for the first time the form factors
in the P→P transition were calculated for the entire range of
p2 in the LFQM. In this work, we calculate the tensor form
factors for both the P→P and P→V transitions in the entire
range of the momentum transfer 0<p2<(M i2M f)2. These
tensor form factors play an important role in estimating the B
decay rates such as that of B→K (*)l1l2 @17#.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we study
the tensor form factors of the P→P and P→V transitions
within the framework of the LFQM. In Sec. III, we present
our numerical results. We give the conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. TENSOR FORM FACTORS
A. Framework
We start with the weak tensor operator, given by
Omn5q¯ ismnpn~11g5!Q , ~1!
where q¯ is the light antiquark. Our main task is to evaluate
the tensor form factors for the P→P and P→V transitions.
They are defined by the following hadronic matrix elements:
^P2~P f !uq¯ ismnpnQuP1~Pi!&
5
FT~p2!
M P11M P2
@~Pi1P f !mp22~M P1
2 2M P2
2 !pm# ,
^V~P f ,e!uq¯ ismnpnQuP~Pi!&
52i«mnaben*P f aPibF1~p2!,
^V~P f ,e!uq¯ ismnpng5QuP~Pi!&
5@~M P
2 2M V
2 !e*m2~e*p !~P f1Pi!m#F2
1e*pF pm2 p2M P2 2M V2 ~P f1Pi!mGF3~p2!, ~2!
where Pi ( f ) is the momentum of the initial ~final! state me-
son, e is the meson polarization vector, and p5Pi2P f .©2001 The American Physical Society24-1
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ally lets p150, which leads to a spacelike momentum trans-
fer. However, since the momentum transfer should always be
timelike in a real decay process, in this work the tensor form
factors in Eq. ~2! will be calculated in the frame of p’50,
namely the physically accessible kinematic region 0<p2
<pmax
2
. In the LQFM, the meson bound state, which consists
of a quark q1 and an antiquark q¯ 2 with the total momentum
P and spin S, can be written as
uM ~P ,S ,Sz!&5E @dk1#@dk2#2~2p!3d3~P2k12k2!
3 (
l1l2
FSSz~k1 ,k2 ,l1 ,l2!
3uq1~k1 ,l1!q¯ 2~k2 ,l2!&, ~3!
where
@dk#5
dk1d2k’
2~2p!3
,
uq1~k1 ,l1!q¯ 2~k2 ,l2!&5bq1
† ~k1 ,l1!dq¯ 2
†
~k2 ,l2!u0&,
$bl8~k8!,bl
†~k !%5$dl8~k8!,dl
†~k !%
52~2p!3 d3~k82k !dl8l , ~4!
and k1 (2) is the on-mass shell light-front momentum of the
internal quark q1 (q¯ 2). The light-front relative momentum
variables (x ,k’) are defined by
k1
15x1P1, k2
15x2P1, x11x251,
k1’5x1P’1k’ , k2’5x2P’2k’ . ~5!
In the momentum space, the wave function FSSz can be
written as
FSSz~k1 ,k2 ,l1 ,l2!5Rl1l2
SSz ~xi ,k’! f~xi ,k’!, ~6!
where f(x ,k’) describes the momentum distribution ampli-
tude of the constituents in the bound state, Rl1l2
SSz constructs a
spin state (S ,Sz) out of light-front helicity eigenstates
(l1l2), expressed as
Rl1l2
SSz ~xi ,k’!5 (
s1 ,s2
^l1uR M† ~x1 ,k’ ,m1!us1&
3^l2uR M† ~x2 ,2k’ ,m2!us2&^ 12 s1 12 s2uSSz& ,
~7!
where usi& are the Pauli spinors, and RM is the Melosh trans-
formation operator,11402RM~x ,k’ ,mi!5
mi1xiM 01isW kW’3nW
A~mi1xiM 0!21k’2
, ~8!
with
M 0
25
m1
21k’
2
x1
1
m2
21k’
2
x2
, ~9!
and nW 5(0,0,1). Actually, if we set x1512x and x25x , Eq.
~7! can be given in a covariant form @4#:
Rl1l2
SSz ~x ,k’!5
Ak11k21
A2M˜ 0
u¯ ~k1 ,l1!Gv~k2 ,l2!, ~10!
with
M˜ 0[AM 022~m12m2!2,
(
l
u~k ,l!u¯ ~k ,l!5
m1k
k1
, (
l
v~k ,l!v¯ ~k ,l!5
m2k
k1
,
~11!
where G stands for
G5g5 ~pseudoscalar,S50 !,
G52«ˆ ~Sz!1 «
ˆ ~p12p2!
M 01m11m2
~vector,S51 !, ~12!
and
«ˆ m~61 !5F 2P1«W’~61 !PW’ ,0,«W’~61 !G ,
«W’~61 !57~1,6i !/A2,
«ˆ m~0 !5
1
M 0
S 2M 021P’2P1 ,P1,P’D . ~13!
The normalization condition of the meson state is given by
^M ~P8,S8,Sz8!uM ~P ,S ,Sz!&
52~2p!3P1d3~P˜ 82P˜ !dS8SdSz8Sz, ~14!
which leads to
E dx d2k’2~2p!3 uf~x ,k’!u251. ~15!
In principle, the momentum distribution amplitude
f(x ,k’) can be obtained by solving the light-front QCD
bound-state equation @18,19#. However, before such first-
principles solutions are available, we have to be content with
phenomenological amplitudes. One example that has been
used often in the literature is the Gaussian-type wave func-
tion4-2
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where N54(p/vM2 )3/4, kW5(k’ ,kz), kz is defined through
12x5
e12kz
e11e2
, x5
e21kz
e11e2
, ei5Ami21kW 2 ~17!
by
kz5S x2 12 D M 01 m1
22m2
2
2M 0
, ~18!
and
dkz
dx 5
e1e2
x~12x !M 0
~19!
is the Jacobian of the transformation from (x ,k’) to kW . In
particular, with appropriate parameters, this wave function in
Eq. ~16! describes satisfactorily the pion elastic form factor
up to p2;10 GeV2 @20#.
B. Decay constants
In order to use the light-front bound states in Eq. ~3! to
calculate the matrix elements in Eq. ~2!, we need to fix the
parameter v in the wave function of Eq. ~16!. This parameter
can be determined by the corresponding pseudoscalar and
vector mesonic decay constants, defined by ^0uAmuP&
5i f
P
Pm and ^0uVmuV&5 f VM Vem, respectively.
From Eq. ~3!, one has
^0uq¯ 2g1g5q1uP&5E @d3p1#@d3p2#2~2p!3d3
3~P2p12p2!fP~x ,k’!Rl1l2
00 ~x ,k’!
3^0uq¯ 2g1g5q1uq1~p1 ,l1!q¯ 2~p2 ,l2!&.
~20!
It is straightforward to show that
f P54A32E
dx d2k’
2~2p!3 fP~x ,k’!
A
AA 21k’2
, ~21!
where
A5m1x1m2~12x !. ~22!
Note that the factor A3 in Eq. ~21! arises from the color
factor implicitly in the meson wave function.
Similarly, the vector-meson decay constant is found to be11402f V54A32E
dx d2k’
2~2p!3
fV~x ,k’!
AA 21k’2
1
M 0
3H x~12x !M 021m1m21k’2
1
B
2WV
Fm121k’212x 2 m2
21k’
2
x
2~122x !M 0
2G J ,
~23!
where
B5xm12~12x !m2 , WV5M 01m11m2 . ~24!
If the decay constant is experimentally known, one can de-
termine the parameter v in the light-front wave function.
C. Tensor form factor for the P\P transition
The hadronic matrix element of the tensor operator for the
P→P transition can be newly parametrized in terms of the
initial meson momentum p1q and the final meson momen-
tum q, that is,
^P2~q !uq¯ ismnpnQuP1~p1q !&
5
FT
M P11M P2
@~p12q !mp22~M P1
2 2M P2
2 !pm# ,
~25!
where p is the momentum transfer. For P15(Q1q¯ ) and P2
5(Q2q¯ ), the relevant quark momentum variables are
pQ1
1 5~12x !~p1q !1, pq¯
1
5x~p1q !1,
pQ1’5~12x !q’1k’ , pq¯’5xq’2k’ ,
pQ2
1 5~12x8!q1, pq8¯
1
5x8q1,
pQ2’5~12x8!q’1k’8 , pq¯’8 5x8q’2k’8 ,
~26!
where x(x8) is the momentum fraction of the antiquark in
the initial ~final! state. At the quark loop, this antiquark is the
spectator, thus it requires that
pq8¯
1
5pq¯
1
, pq¯’8 5pq¯’ . ~27!
To calculate the matrix element in Eq. ~25!, we take a Lor-
entz frame where the transverse momentum p’50 such that
p25p1p2>0 covers the entire physical region of the mo-
mentum transfer @21#.
Consider the ‘‘good’’ component of m51 . We have4-3
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5A x
x8
E dx d2k’2~2p!3 fP2* ~x8,k’!fP1~x ,k’!
3
1
2M˜ 0P2M
˜ 0P1
A~12x8!~12x !
Tr@g5~p 21mQ2!
3s1npn~p 11mQ1!g5~p q¯2mq¯ !# . ~28!
The trace in the above expression can be easily carried out.
By using Eqs. ~25! and ~28!, the form factor FT is found to
be
FT~p2!5
M P11M P2
~112r !p22~M P1
2 2M P2
2 !
3E dx8d2k’ fP2* ~x8,k’!fP1~x ,k’!
M˜ 0P2
M˜ 0P1
A~12x8!~12x !
A ,
~29!
where x5x8r/(11r) and the factor A is given in the Appen-
dix. At the maximum recoil of p250, we have x5x8 and get
FT~0 !52
1
M P12M P2
E dx d2k’fP2* ~x ,k’!fP1~x ,k’!
3
1
x2~12x !M˜ 0P2M
˜ 0P1
$@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #
3@xmQ21~12x !mq¯ #@x~12x !mQ12x~12x !mQ2#
1k’
2 x~12x !~122x !~mQ12mQ2!%. ~30!
D. Tensor form factors for the P\V transition
Similarly, the tensor form factors F1,2,3 for the P→V tran-
sition are defined as
^V~q ,e!uq¯ ismnpnQuP~p1q !&
52i«mnaben*qapbF1 ,
^V~q ,e!uq¯ ismnpng5QuP~p1q !&
5@~mP
2 2mV
2 !e*m2~e*p !~p12q !m#F2
1e*pF pm2 p2
mP
2 2mV
2 ~p12q !
mGF3 , ~31!
where q and p1q are the four-momenta of the vector and
pseudoscalar mesons, and em is the meson polarization vec-
tor, given by11402«m~61 !5F2 «W’qW’q1 ,0,«W’G ,
«m~0 !5
1
M V
S 2M V2 1q’2q1 ,q1,q’D , ~32!
respectively. The calculation of the P→V form factors is
more subtle than that in the P→P case. Here we use the
two-component form of the light-front quark field @22#. For
the ‘‘good’’ component of m51 , the tensor current in Eq.
~1! can be written as
q¯ is1npn~11g5!Q5$q1† g0~11g5!Q22q2† g0
3~11g5!Q1%p1, ~33!
where q1(Q1) and q2(Q2) are the light-front up and down
components of the quark fields, expressed by @22#
q15S xq0 D ~34!
and
q25
1
i]1
~ ia’]’1bmq!q15S 01
]1
~s˜’]’1mq!xqD ,
~35!
respectively. Then, the tensor operator in Eq. ~33! is written
as follows:
q1
† g0~11g5!Q252i xq†~12s3!
1
]1
~s˜’ ]
→
’1mQ!xQ ,
q2
† g0~11g5!Q15iS 1
]1
xq
†~s˜’ ]
←
’1mq!D ~11s3!xQ ,
~36!
where xq(Q) is a two-component spinor field and s is the
Pauli matrix.
Let P5(Q1q¯ ) and V5(Q2q¯ ). By the use of Eqs. ~3!,
~33!, and ~36!, Eq. ~31! can be reduced to4-4
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52iE @dk1#@dk18#@dk2#2~2p!3d3~p1q2k12k2!
32~2p!3d3~q2k182k2!( FP
l1l2~k1 ,k2 ,l1 ,l2!
3( FV*
l18l2~k18 ,k2 ,l18 ,l2!
3x
l18
1 H 1k11 ~s˜’k1’1imQ!
1
1
k1
18
~s˜’k1’8 1imq!J x2l28,
^V~q !uq¯ is1npng5QuP~p1q !&
52iE @dk1#@dk18#@dk2#2~2p!3d3~p1q2k12k2!
32~2p!3d3~q2k182k2!( FP
l1l2~k1 ,k2 ,l1 ,l2!
3( FV*
l18l2~k18 ,k2 ,l18 ,l2!
3x
l18
1 H s3 21k11 ~s˜’k1’1imQ!
1
1
k1
18
~s˜’k1’8 1imq!s3J x2l28. ~37!
The form factor F1 is only related to the 12 intermediate
state with the vector daughter meson but F2 and F3 mix with
11 and 01 states. Therefore, we have to calculate the matrix
elements for 11 and 01 states with different vector meson
polarizations. For «m(61) and «m(0), Rl1l2
SSz (x ,k’) in
FV
*l18l2(k18 ,k2 ,l18 ,l2) can be written, respectively, as
Rl1l2
SSz ~x ,k’!5
Ap11p21
A2 M˜ 0V
3xl1
1 H ~12x !s’P’1s’k’2imQ2
~12x !P1
s’e’
22
e’P’
P1
1s’e’
xs’P’2s’k’2imq¯
xP1
12
e’k’
WVx~12x !P1
@2is’k’2xmQ2114021~12x !m2#J x2l2 ~38!
and
Rl1l2
SSz ~x ,k’!5
Ap11p21
A2 M˜ 0V
1
M 0VP1
xl1
1 H M 0V2 2P’2
1
1
x~12x !
@x~12x !~s’P’!~s’P’!
1~s’k’!~s’k’!2i~mQ22mq¯ !~s’k’!
1mQ2mq¯ #1
1
2WVx~12x !
3S mQ22 1k’2
12x
2
mq¯
2
1k’
2
x
2~122x !M 0V
2 D
3@ i~s’k’!1xmQ22~12x !mq¯ #J x2l2,
~39!
where
WV5M 0V1mQ21mq¯ , M 0V
2 5
mQ2
2 1k’
2
12x8 1
mq¯
2
1k’
2
x8
. ~40!
Since the form factor F1 is only related to «m(21), we
find the matrix element as follows:
^V~q ,e!uq¯ is1npnQuP~p1q !&5F1e i je i*q j . ~41!
Using Eqs. ~37! and ~41!, we obtain
F15E dx8d2k’NVfV*~x8,k’!NPfP~x ,k’!~A11A2!, ~42!
where
Nf~x ,k’!54S p
vM
2 D 3/4 1A2 AM 022~mQ2mq¯ !2AeQeq¯M 0
3expS 2 kW 2
2vM
2 D , ~43!
QP5
1
fP~x ,k’
2 !
dfP~x ,k’
2 !
dk’
2 , ~44!
and the parameters of A1,2 are shown in the Appendix. At
p250, in which we have x5x8, it can be shown from Eq.
~42! that4-5
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x2~12x !2
3H ~12x !k’2 1@xmQ21~12x !mq¯ #
3@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #1
k’
2
WV
x~mQ11mQ2!J . ~45!
We note that Eq. ~45! is the same as that in Ref. @7#.
The calculations of the form factors F2 and F3 are more
complex than that of F1 because they cannot be determined
separately. From Eq. ~31!, we have that
^V~q ,e!uq¯ is1npng5QuP~p1q !&
5H 2~112r !F21F 12 p2M P2 2M V2 ~112r !GF3J
3
1
r
~e’q’! ~46!
and
^V~q ,e!uq¯ is1npng5QuP~p1q !&
5F ~mP2 2mV2 ! rM V 2 112r2M V S rM P
2
11r 2M V
2 2
M V
2
r
D GF2
1
1
2M V
S rM P211r 2M V2 2M V
2
r
D F 12 p2M P2 2M V2 ~112r !GF3 ,
~47!
for the transverse and longitudinal vector mesons polariza-
tions of «m(1) and «m(0), respectively, where
r5
q1
p1
5
2~p21M V
2 2M P
2 !1A~p21M V2 2M P2 !224p2M V2
2p2
.
~48!
Using Eqs. ~37!, ~38!, and ~39!, we get
H 2~112r !F21F 12 p2M P2 2M V2 ~112r !GF3J 1r
5E dx8d2k’NVfV*~x8,k’!NPfP~x ,k’!~B11B2!
[h~p2! ~49!11402and
F ~mP2 2mV2 ! rM V 2 112r2M V S rM B
2
11r 2M V
2 2
M V
2
r
D GF2
1
1
2M V
S rM B211r 2M V2 2 M V
2
r
D F 12 p2M P2 2M V2 ~112r !GF3
5E dx8d2k’NVfV*~x8,k’!NPfP~x ,k’!C[g~p2!,
~50!
where the expressions of B1,2 and C can be found in the
Appendix. The physical kinematic range of p2:0→(M P
2M V)2 corresponds to
x
x8
:1→ M VM P . ~51!
From Eqs. ~49! and ~50!, it is not difficult to find F2 and F3
as follows:
~M P
2 2M V
2 !F25
M V
r
h~p2!2
g~p2!
2 S r11r M P2
2
11r
r
M V
2 D ,
F 12 p2M P2 2M V2 GF35 M VM P2 2M V2 112rr h~p2!
1g~p2!F r2 1M P2 2M V2 112r2
3S r11r M P2 2 11rr M V2 D G . ~52!
At the maximum recoil of p250, F2(0) and F3(0) are sim-
ply given by
F2~0 !52E dx d2k’NVfV*~x ,k’!NPfP~x ,k’!
3
4
x2~12x !2
H xk’2 2 k’2WV xmQ12@xmQ2
1~12x !mq¯ #@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #J ,F3~0 !5E dx d2k’NVfV*~x ,k’!NPfP~x ,k’! M VM P2 2M V2
2
x2~12x !3M 0V
H @x~12x !M 0V2 1k’2 1mQ2mq¯ #
3$@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #~mQ21mQ1!12k’
2 %1
mQ21mQ1
2WV
FmQ22 1k’212x 2 mq¯
2
1k’
2
x
2~122x !M 0V
2 G
3$@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #@xmQ22~12x !mq¯ #1~2x21 !k’
2 %
2~mQ22mq¯ !@~2x21 !mQ112~12x !mq¯2mQ2#k’
2 J 1 F2~0 !2 . ~53!4-6
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F1 , F2, and F3 in the whole physical region of the momen-
tum transfer with the light-front quark model.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now calculate numerically the tensor form factors in
the LFQM. The parameters in the light-front wave functions
are fixed by other hadronic properties. We use the decay
constants in Eqs. ~21! and ~23! to determine the parameter v .
The measured decay constants of light pseudoscalar and vec-
tor mesons are
f p5132 MeV, f r5216 MeV,
f K5160 MeV, f K*5210 MeV. ~54!
Since the decay constants of heavy mesons are unknown
experimentally, we have to rely on various calculations in
QCD-motivated models @23–25#. We shall take
f B5185 MeV, f B*5205 MeV. ~55!
In Table I, we list the parameters vM (M5p , r, K , K*, B ,
and B*) fitted by the decay constants in Eqs. ~A1! and ~A2!
with the Gaussian-type wave functions. Note that the quark
masses given in Table I are chosen as the commonly used
values in relativistic quark models.
We now show the form factors FT , F1 , F2, and F3 in the
entire physical region 0<p2<(M i2M f)2. The p2 depen-
dences of FT for B→K and B→p are shown in Figs. 1 and
2, respectively. From Fig. 1, one sees that FT will decrease as
TABLE I. Parameters vM (M5p , r , K , K*, B , and B*).
Wave function mu ,d vp vr ms vK vK* mb vB vB*
Gaussian 0.25 0.33 0.31 0.40 0.38 0.31 4.8 0.55 0.55
FIG. 1. The values of the form factors FT as functions of the
momentum transfer p2 for B→K .11402p2 increases near the zero recoil point. This is reasonable
because the matrix elements depend on the overlap integral
of the initial and final meson wave functions. For the heavy-
to-light transition, the internal momentum distribution of the
heavy meson f(x ,k’) has a narrow peak near x50, whereas
the peak of f(x ,k’) for the light meson has a larger width
than that for the heavy one. Therefore, the maximum over-
lapping of these two wave functions occurs away from the
zero recoil point. At the maximum recoil of p250, we have
the values
FT
Bp~0 !50.27, FT
BK~0 !50.36. ~56!
We note that the values in Eq. ~A3! are close to those in the
light-cone QCD sum-rule models @26–28#.
FIG. 2. The values of the form factors FT as functions of the
momentum transfer p2 for B→p .
FIG. 3. The values of the form factors F1,2,3 as functions of the
momentum transfer p2 for B→K*.4-7
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B→r transitions are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
At p250, we have
B→K*: F1BK*~0 !50.63, F2BK*~0 !50.32,
F3
BK*~0 !50.21;
B→r: F1Br~0 !50.54, F2Br~0 !50.27,
F3
Br~0 !50.19. ~57!
To compare our results with those in the literature, we
may fit approximately the p2 behaviors of the form factors in
Figs. 1–4 as polelike forms:
Fi~p2!5
Fi~0 !
12p2/L1
21p4/L2
4 ~ i5T ,1,2,3!, ~58!
where the values of L1 and L2 are listed in Table II with FT
for B→p , K and F1,2,3 for B→r ,K*.
As shown in Table III, we see that our results of Fi(0)
agree well with those in the literature @7,29,30#. To illustrate
the agreement, in Fig. 5 we show the form factor F1 as a
function of p2 for B→K* in various models. We remark that
the relations among the form factors for the P→V transition
TABLE II. The values of L1 and L2 for the corresponding
Fi(0) in B→M (M5p ,K ,r ,K*).
M p K r K*
Fi(p2) FT FT F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3
p250 0.27 0.36 0.54 0.27 0.18 0.63 0.32 0.21
L1 ~GeV! 4.32 4.36 4.03 6.04 4.45 3.96 6.17 4.78
L2 ~GeV! 5.38 5.29 5.43 12.45 5.84 5.18 11.02 6.17
FIG. 4. The values of the form factors F1,2,3 as functions of the
momentum transfer p2 for B→r .11402in Ref. @31# can be tested in our calculations. We find that the
relation of Eqs. ~5!–~7! in Ref. @31# is well satisfied at p2
→0 and holds with 20% accuracy at p2<10 GeV2. How-
ever, they are violated for p2 larger than 10 GeV2. Finally,
we note that the relation F1(0)52F2(0) @29# is satisfied and
F1(p2) increases as p2 faster than 2F2(p2).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The tensor form factors of FT and F1,2,3 for P→P and
P→V transitions have been studied in the LFQM. These
form factors are evaluated in the entire physical momentum
transfer region of 0<p2<(M i2M f)2. We have used the val-
ues of the decay constants and the constitute quark masses to
fix the parameters vM appearing in the wave functions. Thus,
there are no more degree of freedom to adjust the light front
wave functions. We have fitted our numerical results of the
form factors in B→p ,K ,r ,K* into dipole forms and we
TABLE III. Comparison of different works for the tensor form
factors at p250.
B→p(r) This work @7# @29# @30#
FT(0) 0.27
F1(0) 0.54 0.56 0.5860.08
F2(0) 0.27 0.2960.04
F3(0) 0.19 0.2060.03
B→K(K*) This work @7# @29# @30#
FT(0) 0.36
F1(0) 0.63 0.74 0.7660.12 0.6420.0410.08
F2(0) 0.32 0.3860.06 0.3220.0210.04
F3(0) 0.21 0.2660.04
FIG. 5. F1 as a function of p2. The solid, dashed, and dash-
dotted curves represent the results of our calculation, the light-cone
sum rule ~LCSR! @29#, and the lattice @30#, respectively.4-8
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literature.
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APPENDIX
The parameters of A, A1,2 , B1,2 , and C in Eqs. ~29!, ~42!,
~49!, and ~50! are defined by
A5
1
xx8~12x !~12x8!
$@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #
3@x8mQ21~12x8!mq¯ #@x~12x8!mQ12x8~12x !mq¯ #
1k’
2 @x8~12x8!~2x21 !mQ21~x2x8!
3~x1x822xx8!mq¯1x~12x !~1228x !mQ1#%, ~A1!
A15
2
xx82~12x8!2~12x !2
H ~122x81xx8!
3~x81x22x8x !k’
2 1@x8mQ21~12x8!mq¯ #
3@2xx8~12x !~12x8!mQ1
1~12x !~12x8!~x1x822xx8!114023mq¯1x8~12x !~x2x8!mQ2]1
k’
2
WV
@2xx8~12x !
3~12x8!mQ112xx8~12x !~12x8!mQ2#J , ~A2!
A25
2~x2x8!QPk’
2
xx82~12x8!2~12x !2
$k’
2 ~x81x22x8x !
1@x~12x8!mQ12x8~12x !mQ2#@xmQ12x8mQ2
1~x82x !mq¯ #1~x1x822xx8!@x8mQ21~12x8!mq¯ #
3@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #%, ~A3!
B15
2
xx82~12x8!2~12x !2
H ~2x822x822x1xx8!
3~x81x22xx8!k’
2 2
1
WV
@2xx8~12x !~12x8!mQ1
12~12x8!~x82x !~x81x22xx8!mq¯12x8~12x8!
3~x2x8!2mQ2#k’
2 2$@x8mQ21~12x8!mq¯ #
3@2xx8~12x !~12x8!mQ11~12x !~12x8!
3~x1x822xx8!mq¯2x8~12x !~x2x8!mQ2#%J ,
~A4!B25
2~x2x8!QPk’
2
xx82~12x8!2~12x !2
H ~2x821 !~x81x22xx8!k’2 2 2WV @x~12x !~2x821 !mQ11~x82x !
3~x81x22xx8!mq¯1x8~12x8!~2x21 !mQ2#k’
2 1$@x~12x8!mQ12x8~12x !mQ2#3@~2x821 !
3mQ11x8mQ21~x1x822xx8!mq¯ #2~x1x822xx8!@x8mQ21~12x8!mq¯ #@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #%
2
2
WV
@x2x8~12x8!mqmb
22x2~12x8!2mq¯mQ1
2 2x~12x !~12x8!2mQ1mq¯
2
1xx82~12x !mQ1mQ2
2
1x82~12x !2mq¯mQ2
2 2x8~12x !2~12x8!mQ2mq¯
2
#J , ~A5!
C5
2
xx82~12x8!2~12x !2M 0V
H @x8~12x8!M 0V2 1k’2 1mQ2mq¯ #k’2 ~x81x22xx8!1@x8~12x8!M 0V2 1k’2 1mQ2mq¯ #
3@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #@x8~12x !mQ21x~12x8!mQ1#1
1
2WV
FmQ22 1k’2
12x8
2
mq¯
2
1k’
2
x8
2~122x8!M 0V
2 G
3@xmQ11~12x !mq¯ #@x8mQ22~12x8!mq¯ #@x8~12x !mQ21x~12x8!mQ1#2~mQ22mq¯ !
3@x~12x !~2x821 !mQ11~12x !~x81x22xx8!mq¯2x8~12x !mQ2#k’
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12x8
2
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1k’
2
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3mq¯1x~12x !~2x821 !mQ1#k’
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